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Condition-Based Maintenance Scheduling of an Aircraft Fleet under1

Partial Observability: a Deep Reinforcement Learning Approach2
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3
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Abstract5

In the Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) context, efficient integration of: i) the probabilistic pre-6

dictions of the health condition of the components and ii) the preventive and the stochastic arrival of the7

corrective maintenance tasks, with decision-making optimization techniques is the key to prescribing optimal8

maintenance interventions for an aircraft fleet. To this end, in this paper we present a two-stage dynamic9

scheduling framework to solve the aircraft fleet maintenance scheduling problem under a CBM strategy in10

a disruptive environment. In the first stage of the framework, we address the uncertainty in the predicted11

health state of the monitored components by planning the optimal maintenance policy based upon the be-12

lief state-space of the health of the components. The decision-making process is formulated as a Partially13

Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and is solved using the Partially Observable Monte Carlo14

Planning (POMCP) algorithm, considering the aircraft maintenance scheduling problem requirements. In15

the second stage, a Deep Q-Network (DQN) is developed, that integrates the defined maintenance policy of16

the monitored components within the scheduling of the aircraft fleet’s preventive and corrective maintenance17

tasks. Our model, through a rolling horizon approach, continuously creates and adjusts the maintenance18

schedule, reacting to new updated task information, where the availability of maintenance resources con-19

straints the execution of each task. The proposed framework was tested on a case study from a large airline20

and the performance was evaluated against the current state practice of the airline. The results show that21

our model can schedule 96.4% of monitored components on-time. At the same time, a 46.2% maintenance22

cost reduction is achieved for the considered monitored components relative to a corrective maintenance23

approach.24

Keywords: Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM); Partially Observable Markov Decision Process, (POMDP);25

Partially Observable Monte-Carlo Planning (POMCP); Prognostics; Planning Under Uncertainty26

1 Introduction27

Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul(MRO) activities represent around 10-15% of an airline’s operational costs,28

while at the same time they account for 80% of the ground time [Sprong et al., 2020]. Hence, optimization of29

the maintenance schedule is of high interest both for the scientific community and the aviation industry.30

Nowadays, aircraft maintenance is either following the preventive or the corrective approach. The preventive31

approach is the most frequently applied methodology in the aviation and imposes maintenance interventions32

on fixed intervals, e.g., Flight Hours (FHs), Flight Cycles (FCs) or Calendar Days (DYs). These intervals do33

not take the current health status of the components into consideration. Thus, parts may be replaced without34

necessity leading to waste of resources (labor hours/spare parts) and improved operational costs. This strategy35

is implemented through the preventive maintenance tasks provided in the Maintenance Planning Document36

(MPD) and included in scheduled maintenance checks, also referred as letter checks.37

All the other tasks not falling under the category of letter checks are referred as corrective maintenance38

tasks. According to the corrective strategy, a system is replaced/repaired only when it fails, thus the lifetime39

of the component is fully exploited. However, the stochastic nature of the corrective maintenance tasks creates40

disruptions to the maintenance schedule, inducing high related maintenance costs.41

In order to overcome the limitations of the former strategies, aircraft maintenance providers are shifting42

towards a Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) logic. This is reflected in the constantly growing number of43

condition-monitoring technologies, which are mostly based on automatic sensor-based collection data, that have44

been developed over the years for different systems of the aircraft (hydraulic systems, engines, structures). Using45

these technologies, the CBM approach aims to provide the maintenance planner with a constant insight into46

the health state of the monitored system and, subsequently, project failure events, hence decreasing the amount47

of unnecessary maintenance actions and at the same time, avoiding unforeseen failures.48
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In the CBM context, different levels of data analytics can be employed: descriptive, diagnostic, predictive,1

and prescriptive [Ingemarsdotter et al., 2021]. Inspired by the analysis performed in [Meissner et al., 2021], the2

evolution of the CBM approach with respect to the analytics level is summarized in Fig. 1.3

Figure 1: Evolution of CBM with respect to data analytics level (based in [Meissner et al., 2021])

Prescriptive analytics offer the highest degree of complexity and maturity within the CBM context. They4

utilize the same knowledge/Remaining Useful Life (RUL) predictions from predictive analytics and integrate it5

with other information such:6

• required resources (spare parts, workhours, machinery) and their availability7

• required ground time for the execution of the corresponding maintenance task8

• available maintenance opportunities9

to derive the maintenance schedule that optimizes a target function, which is shaped by the planning objectives10

of the maintenance planner. In this paper, we use the term CBM to capture the scheduling of maintenance11

activities that are based on prescriptive analytics.12

The conventional aircraft maintenance scheduling problem, which refers to the optimal allocation of the13

preventive and corrective maintenance tasks to the best maintenance opportunities, is a very challenging prob-14

lem because of its combinatorial nature. However, scheduling within the CBM context becomes even more15

challenging for the following reasons:16

1. First and foremost, there is a specific degree of uncertainty included in the RUL predictions of the prognos-17

tics algorithms. An example of prognostics output is provided in Fig. 2. The range in the predicted RULs18

creates great ambiguity for the maintenance planner with respect to when to schedule the component for19

maintenance.20

2. Secondly, the conventional preventive and corrective maintenance strategy still remains necessary for an21

effective transition to a fully driven CBM approach. This means that the scheduling of the prognostics-22

driven tasks has to be combined with the scheduling of the existing preventive and corrective maintenance23

tasks.24

3. Following this, the continuous update of the RUL predictions together with the unexpected arrival of the25

corrective maintenance tasks may create disruptions that compromise the feasibility and the efficiency of26

the previously generated maintenance schedule. For this reason, the maintenance schedule needs to be27

continuously adjusted, whereas at the same time the operational availability of the fleet must be ensured28

and last-minute schedule changes must be prevented.29
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Figure 2: Example of prognostics output

As it has become evident, it is very difficult for a human maintenance planner to consider and translate1

all these different types of inputs and constraints into an optimal maintenance schedule for the aircraft fleet.2

Therefore, this research paper aims to build a prescriptive two-stage maintenance scheduling framework that3

addresses the former challenges in order to support decision-making for the maintenance planner in a ’hybrid’4

CBM context, where each aircraft is having a mixture of prognostics-driven, preventive and corrective mainte-5

nance tasks. It is noted that although the model is shown here in an airline environment, we believe that its6

applicability extends to other fields of maintenance planning, like the rail or the maritime industry.7

In the first stage of scheduling, we acknowledge and address the imprecision and uncertainty from prognostics,8

by adopting a POMPD framework. Contrary to MDPs, where the true state of the equipment is known with9

certainty and the decision-maker chooses an action based on that state, in POMDPs the decision-maker can only10

formulate a subjective judgment or belief on the state of the equipment and takes an action based on this belief.11

The POMDP is solved using the Partially Observable Monte Carlo Planning algorithm, developed by [Silver12

and Veness, 2010], favorably tailored to the requirements of the aircraft maintenance scheduling problem.13

In the second stage, we utilize a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithm to find the most suitable14

maintenance opportunity in the airline schedule for the allocation of all the different types of tasks (prognostics-15

driven, preventive, corrective). A Deep Q Network is developed that considers a hierarchy of scheduling objec-16

tives and is constrained by the availability of material, machinery, method and manpower (4M). The final output17

of the framework is a dynamic schedule for the prognostics-driven, preventive and corrective maintenance tasks18

of each aircraft within the fleet.19

The main contribution of this research can be summarized in the following:20

1. For the first time, a novel dynamic scheduling framework that considers all the different types of tasks21

and constraints encountered in a real CBM airline environment, is developed.22

2. Second, a modified version of the POMCP algorithm is proposed, that takes into account RUL predictions23

with uncertainty and the available maintenance opportunities, to calculate the optimal maintenance time24

for each monitored component.25

3. Third, a novel Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) approach, with a set of elaborately-designed state26

features capturing the planning objectives of the aircraft fleet maintenance scheduling problem, is devel-27

oped.28

4. Lastly, we performed an extensive evaluation of the model using a real case study from a large airline.29

The evaluation includes a comparison of the efficiency of the model against the actual airline maintenance30

schedule, a sensitivity analysis of the effect of uncertainty on the number of tasks going due and the last-31

minute schedule changes, and an assessment of cost reduction due to introduction of prognostics-driven32

tasks.33

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the relevant literature pertaining planning with34

partial information is presented. The aircraft maintenance requirements, objectives and the general problem35

formulation are described in Sec. 3. The POMDP problem formulation and the related POMCP based-scheduling36
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algorithm are discussed in details in Sec. 4. The DRL scheduling model for the aircraft fleet is described in1

Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, a case study is performed for a fleet of 44 wide-body aircraft, each of which has a list of2

open maintenance tasks that are updated on a continuous basis. Finally, Sec. 7 summarizes the research with3

concluding remarks and recommendations for future work.4

2 Literature Review5

To the best of our knowledge, there is no research integrating the scheduling of prognostics-driven tasks under6

uncertainty together with the open corrective and preventive maintenance tasks in an airline disruptive envi-7

ronment for a wide aircraft fleet under resource availability constraints. The vast majority of papers focuses8

solely on scheduling the prognostics-driven tasks and considers fleet sizes up to 15 aircraft.9

Among some indicative examples, [Feng et al., 2014] propose a maintenance scheduling algorithm based on10

CBM information to minimize costs, time and mission failure risk subject to resource constraints. They account11

for the prognostics uncertainty by transforming the RUL distribution of multiple key Line Replaceable Modules12

(LRMs) to failure probability and derive a fleet health status matrix. Their method is verified over a fleet of13

10 aircraft. [Feng et al., 2017] use again the RUL distribution of multiple key LRMs, as defined by prognostics,14

to define aircraft and fleet mission reliability. The developed condition based fleet management model aims to15

ensure that mission reliability is above a pre-defined threshold and minimize total maintenance cost. The model16

is solved for a fleet of 15 aircraft using a cooperative game method based on agent learning.17

A similar approach estimating aircraft and mission reliability based on prognostics data is followed by [Yang18

et al., 2018], who formulate a sequential game framework that aims to minimize the repair times and the total19

repair cost by selecting the optimal maintenance activities over a fleet of 15 aircraft. Similar to the previous20

works, [Lin et al., 2018] use CBM data for the maintenance of fatigue structures to derive a reliability prediction.21

They develop a multi-objective model that aims to minimize the cost and maximize the availability of a fleet22

of 10 aircraft, subject to a probability of failure estimated by the reliability prediction and constrained by a23

pre-defined threshold.24

The most recent work addressing the CBM planning of an airline fleet was developed by [De Pater and25

Mitici, 2021], who formulate a rolling horizon maintenance planning approach for multiple multi-component26

systems. Their model integrates the RUL prognostics with the management of a limited stock of repairable27

components, while also considering the availability of maintenance slots. Their approach was illustrated on a28

fleet of 13 aircraft, each equipped with a Cooling System consisting of four Cooling Units.29

Our work differs from the previous studies, in that, instead of considering only prognostics-driven tasks, we30

also take into account the existing preventive maintenance tasks, as prescribed in the MPD, and the stochastic31

arrival of corrective maintenance tasks, while considering resource availability constraints. As such, we focus on32

two broad areas of research that pertain the planning domain of the problem, the POMDP modelling and the33

task scheduling. Individually, they are widely discussed in the literature. In the next two subsections we briefly34

discuss previous works on these two areas and highlight the opportunities that arise for further research.35

2.1 Maintenance Planning using Partially Observable Markov Decision Process36

POMPDs provide a rich framework for sequential decision making and planning under uncertainty in a CBM37

context. We refer the interested readers to the book by [Powell and Ryzhov, 2012] for a comprehensive analysis38

of different decision-making methods under partial information.39

[Ghasemi et al., 2007] derived an optimal CBM replacement policy for a system with three discrete unknown40

states but which can be estimated from monitoring data. The problem was formulated as a POMDP and was41

solved using dynamic programming. [Jiang et al., 2013] consider a deteriorating system with two discrete42

unobservable and one observable state (the failure state). They formulate the problem as an optimal stopping43

problem with partial information and they derive the optimal control policy that maximizes the long-run44

expected average availability per unit time. In [Zhang et al., 2010], the authors investigated the optimal CBM45

policy for a machine subject to imperfect continuous monitoring. They formulated the problem as a continuous-46

observation Partially Observable Semi Markov Decision process and they considered various type of maintenance47

actions. A real industrial problem is considered and solved for both finite an infinite planning horizon using48

point-based value iteration algorithm.49

Conventional POMDP formulations suit well low dimensional domains corresponding to a single system with50

a limited set of states or actions. However, in the aircraft maintenance scheduling problem, the number of states51

and actions can scale exponentially depending on the number of considered aircraft and the different type of52

tasks, which renders the problem practically intractable by any conventional solution scheme. This relates to the53

so-called curse of dimensionality. To address this issue [Andriotis and KG., 2019] propose a Deep Centralized54

Multi-Agent Actor Critic model to solve POMDPs for optimal decision-making in complex, non-stationary,55

partially observable engineering environments with large state and action spaces. Similarly, [Papakonstantinou56
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and Shinozuka, 2014] resort to a point-based value iteration solver to derive the optimal maintenance policy for1

a concrete structure of a considerably large state-space of 332 states.2

Another approach towards addressing the curse of dimensionality as well as the less-known curse of history,3

where the number of belief-contingent maintenance plans grows exponentially with the planning horizon is4

proposed by [Silver and Veness, 2010]. They develop a Partially Observable Monte Carlo Planning (POMCP)5

algorithm for online planning for large POMDPs. Our modelling approach is inspired by this work, however it6

is modified to account for the specific requirement of the aircraft maintenance scheduling problem.7

2.2 Task Scheduling8

Scheduling of aircraft maintenance tasks is widely discussed in literature, where two streams of research are9

observed: scheduling maintenance tasks bundled in letter checks and scheduling maintenance tasks individually.10

Focusing on letter checks scheduling, [Deng et al., 2020] proposed a Dynamic Programming (DP) approach11

that optimizes the A and C-checks schedule for a heterogeneous fleet of 40 aircraft for a period of four years.12

Their objective is to minimize the wasted interval between checks. The same case study with similar objective13

was studied by [Andrande et al., 2021], who developed a DRL algorithm to schedule letter checks.14

However, especially with the introduction of MSG-3 group, aircraft maintenance scheduling is shifting to-15

wards a task-driven approach. [Papakostas et al., 2010] developed a multi-criteria decision support tool to16

schedule line maintenance tasks during Turn Around Time (TAT). The criteria refer to maintenance cost, RUL,17

flight delay and operational risk. The most recent work in this field is developed by [Lagos et al., 2020], who18

formulated the combination of aircraft maintenance scheduling and tail assignment problem as an MDP. The19

problem is solved using Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP), where the estimation of future costs is20

provided by means of rolling horizon techniques and value function approximation.21

From the above literature review, it can be concluded that research addressing the aircraft maintenance22

scheduling problem through a DRL approach is extremely scarce. The only contribution that we are aware23

of is that of [Andrande et al., 2021], but focuses solely on letter checks rather than individual tasks. CBM24

planning solutions have been proposed in the literature, but these are either limited to single components or to25

small-size homogeneous aircraft fleets including only prognostics-driven tasks. Moreover, most of the studies do26

not consider the 4M constraints.27

This work, therefore, aims to connect the aforementioned areas of research by developing a framework for28

the continuous rescheduling of both prognostics-driven tasks, and preventive and corrective maintenance tasks,29

while taking 4M constraints into account.30

3 Problem Formulation31

3.1 Problem definition and scope32

The problem we are addressing can be summarized as follows: Let us consider an aircraft fleet, where each33

aircraft is having a list of preventive and corrective maintenance tasks. Moreover, some aircraft from the fleet34

are having also a list of prognostics-driven tasks, that correspond to components that are monitored through35

sensors. The RUL of these components is predicted from a prognostics model, based on the data collected from36

sensors. This complete set of tasks is continuously updated, either due to irregular arrival of corrective tasks,37

such as faults reported by the pilot, or due to new RUL predictions obtained from the prognostics. Before the38

list of tasks is updated, there is an existing maintenance schedule, where aircraft, tasks and resources are already39

allocated to maintenance slots. As it is evident, the new information with respect to the set of maintenance40

tasks can create disruptions to the existing maintenance schedule and in most cases, the existing schedule cannot41

be executed as planned. On the contrary, it has to be continuously adjusted and adapt to the new information42

regarding the aircraft maintenance requirements. Our goal is to design a framework that produces an updated43

and feasible schedule, such that the following four objectives, are satisfied:44

1. To perform tasks ahead of their due date,45

2. to increase aircraft availability,46

3. to increase schedule stability by minimizing the number of rescheduling actions, and47

4. to schedule tasks at their optimal moment in time.48
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3.2 Scheduling approach1

The proposed two-stage scheduling framework is summarized in Fig. 3. The modelling blocks are represented2

with a grey background.3

In the first stage, we solve the scheduling problem of the prognostics-driven tasks, i.e., we seek to define4

the optimal maintenance date for each monitored component. More specifically, we assume that the monitored5

components of each aircraft are subject to deterioration according to a continuous-time discrete-state Markov6

chain. For every monitored component there is a predetermined RUL threshold that corresponds to a specific7

state. A prognostics model is using the sensor information to predict the RUL for every monitored component.8

To capture the uncertainty included in the predictions, we assume that the predicted RUL for every component9

follows the normal distribution ∼ N(µ, σ2). Hence, the exact state of the system cannot be directly obtained10

from the RUL predictions. Instead, a belief state is introduced, which is a probability measure to estimate the11

health state of the system based on the RUL predictions. The belief state is updated after every probabilistic12

RUL prediction.13

Decisions about maintenance intervention are made at discrete time points of the planning horizon, referred14

to as decision epochs. These decision epochs could be pre-defined, e.g. according to fixed intervals of 1 day,15

or just triggered by the arrival of new information from the sensors. The sequence of events is as follows: At16

the beginning of every decision epoch, a new RUL probabilistic prediction for every monitored component is17

obtained from the prognostics model. Following this new prediction/observation, the belief regarding the health18

state of the component is updated. Based on the updated belief state, the availability of maintenance slots,19

and the related maintenance costs, the prognostics-driven tasks scheduling algorithm determines the optimal20

point in time to perform maintenance. The former decision-making process is solved by a modified version21

of the POMCP algorithm. The output of the algorithm is the optimal maintenance date for every monitored22

component.23

In the second stage, we consider for scheduling the prognostics-driven tasks that are defined from the optimal24

maintenance dates of the monitored components, together with the current list of corrective and preventive25

maintenance tasks for the aircraft fleet. We use a DRL approach to solve the aircraft fleet maintenance scheduling26

problem. The DRL algorithm, taking into account the current maintenance schedule, the set of different types27

of open maintenance tasks, the available maintenance slots and the available resources, produces an updated28

maintenance schedule for the aircraft fleet for a time horizon of multiple weeks. This updated maintenance29

schedule will form the starting solution when new information for the maintenance tasks is obtained.30

Figure 3: Overview of the two-stage scheduling framework, with the algorithms used in every stage highlighted
in grey.
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3.3 Inputs of the scheduling framework1

3.3.1 Inputs for the prognostics-driven tasks maintenance scheduling model2

• Predicted RUL distributions: A distribution that captures the amount of time left until the end-of-3

life of the component. For every monitored component, the prognostics model produces a predicted RUL4

distribution, based on the information it receives from the sensors.5

• Maintenance slots: The maintenance slots are time slots intervals which are reserved to execute main-6

tenance. Each slot has a start date, an end date and a designated aircraft type. Maintenance slots can7

be further subdivided in two categories:8

– Fixed slots: For the fixed slots, the assigned aircraft tail number is predefined. Fixed maintenance9

slots are usually scheduled several weeks in advance and consist out of more extensive maintenance10

operations such as letter checks.11

– Flexible slots: For flexible maintenance slots, the aircraft registration is variable and a maintenance12

scheduler is free to decide which aircraft to allocate to the slot, as long as the considered aircraft13

type matches the slot designated aircraft type.14

• Maintenance costs: For every monitored component, there is a related preventive and corrective main-15

tenance cost. The corrective maintenance cost is always higher than the preventive maintenance cost.16

• Resources: The execution of a maintenance task requires the availability of specific resources, referenced17

as 4M requirements. Below an explanation of the 4M requirements that are going to be considered in this18

research is provided:19

– Method : Each maintenance task requires a specific amount of ground time to be executed. This20

means that a maintenance task can only be allocated to maintenance slots with a duration equal to21

or higher than the required ground time.22

– Machinery : Some maintenance tasks require the availability of specific types of equipment and/or23

tools to be executed. For each task, the date after which the required machinery would be available,24

is provided.25

– Material : Similar to machinery, some tasks require the availability of specific parts/consumables.26

For each task, the date of material availability is provided.27

– Manpower : Each maintenance task is associated with specific manpower requirements. The man-28

power is divided per skill type. There is a daily workforce schedule, organized in shifts, where the29

available workhours per skill are described. A task can be allocated to a maintenance slot, only if30

the corresponding required workhours per skill of the task are satisfied, in means of the available31

workforce in this specific slot.32

3.3.2 Inputs for the aircraft fleet maintenance scheduling model33

• Current maintenance schedule: A feasible and updated schedule considering past information re-34

garding the prognostics-driven, preventive and corrective tasks. The maintenance schedule details the35

allocation of maintenance tasks before their due date to the available maintenance slots, based on the36

available resources.37

• Maintenance slots: An explanation of the maintenance slots is provided in Sec. 3.3.1.38

• Open maintenance tasks: In the aircraft maintenance context, each aircraft has a backlog of open tasks.39

These tasks correspond to jobs required to be executed within a specified time interval to ensure aircraft40

airworthiness. Moreover, each task comes with the 4M requirements, namely the required execution time41

(Method), workforce (Manpower), Material and Machinery). In order for the airline to be able to schedule42

a task, all 4M requirements need to be satisfied. The different type of tasks that are going to be considered43

in the context of this research are described below:44

– Preventive maintenance tasks: The preventive maintenance tasks are prescribed in the Maintenance45

Planning Document (MPD) provided by the aircraft manufacturer. This type of tasks are performed46

in fixed periodic inspection intervals that come in the form of FHs, FCs or DYs. Once the task is47

performed, the corresponding interval is reset.48

– Corrective maintenance tasks: The corrective maintenance tasks are non-scheduled tasks that can49

be a result of a fault reported by the pilots or of a finding during the execution of a preventive50

maintenance task. In a case a corrective task corresponds to a component included in the Minimum51
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Equipment List (MEL), then the aircraft is allowed to be airworthy with the corrective task unre-1

solved, as long as the due date of the task, as specified in the MEL, is not exceeded. Moreover, a2

corrective maintenance task can also correspond to Non Safety Related Equipment (NSRE), and as3

such the aircraft remains airworthy even after the due date of the task is exceeded. Finally, there are4

corrective maintenance tasks created as a result of modifications recommended by the manufacturer5

(Service Bulletins -SBs) or by the aviation authorities (Airworthiness Directives - ADs). The former6

type of tasks needs to be executed only once.7

– Prognostics-driven tasks: The prognostics-driven tasks refer to the maintenance of systems or com-8

ponents that are monitored through sensors permanently. The collected information is passed to9

prognostics models that predict the RUL. Maintenance actions are triggered only when there is10

strong evidence of failure risk, hence decreasing the number of unnecessary maintenance actions and,11

at the same time, avoiding unforeseen failures (and corresponding unscheduled maintenance events).12

For the purposes of the study, the prognostics-driven tasks correspond to components that are not13

critical for the safe operation of the aircraft, i.e., the component can fail without the flight safety14

being jeopardized.15

• Resources: An explanation of resources is provided in Sec. 3.3.116

3.4 Maintenance planning objectives17

Within commercial airlines, maintenance planners have to generate maintenance schedules that are both ef-18

ficient and stable. Increased schedule efficiency leads to increased aircraft availability for operations, which19

subsequently increases the revenue for the airline. Maintenance schedule stability is reflected in flight schedule20

stability, hence minimizing disruptions or delays in passenger itineraries. Following this mindset of a mainte-21

nance planner within a real airline environment, we consider the following planning objectives:22

1. Task execution: The first objective is to execute tasks ahead of their due date. When the due date of23

a task is exceeded, the aircraft is no longer airworthy and it has to be grounded until the corresponding24

task is performed. This induces major costs for the airline, as the aircraft is not available for operations.25

2. Aircraft operational availability: This is a two-fold objective: The aircraft visits to the hangar for26

maintenance should be minimized and, at the same time, the ground time associated with these visits when27

they occur should be minimized. This means that as many open tasks as possible should be addressed28

at the fixed maintenance slots, since during these dates the aircraft will visit the hangar for maintenance29

anyway, as part of a letter check. Furthermore, the remaining tasks that cannot be allocated at the30

fixed slots, should be assigned to as few flexible slots as possible, while at the same time the ground time31

associated with these slots should be minimized. For example, a task with a required duration of execution32

5 hours, it is more efficient to be assigned to a maintenance slot with a duration of 6 hours rather to a33

slot with a duration of 10 hours.34

3. Schedule stability: The third objective is to guarantee schedule stability by minimizing schedule changes35

due to the continuous update of the maintenance tasks. Minimizing schedule changes contributes towards36

increased reliability of the established flight schedule. A schedule change is defined as a change in the37

aircraft registration assigned to a flexible maintenance slot, when compared with the existing schedule. It is38

noted that reallocating tasks between maintenance slots of the same aircraft registration is not considered39

a schedule change, since it does not have an impact on the operational availability of the aircraft. However,40

in case a schedule change cannot be prevented, then the number of days of notice is important, i.e., an41

aircraft allocation change one day before the day of operations will have more severe effects on the flight42

schedule than a change 10 days ahead.43

4. Task interval utilization: The last objective is to plan tasks at the optimal moment in time. A metric44

used in the airlines to quantify the efficiency of task scheduling is the task interval utilization, which can be45

defined as the ratio of the scheduled day of the task to the due day of the task. The preventive maintenance46

tasks are executed in fixed intervals, meaning that the objective is to schedule them as close as possible to47

the end of the respective interval, as this would minimize the repetition of maintenance interventions in the48

long run. For the prognostics-driven tasks, the objective is to schedule them as close as possible to the end49

of the RUL of the monitored component. So, for both the preventive and the corrective maintenance tasks,50

the objective is to achieve a high task interval utilization. On the contrary, the corrective maintenance51

tasks have to be executed as soon as possible for quality reasons, so the objective is to achieve a low task52

interval utilization.53
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3.5 Constraints1

Table 1: Defined sets for the two-stage scheduling model.

Set Description

u ∈ U Set of monitored components

g ∈ G Set of open maintenance tasks G = Gprev ∪ Gcorr ∪
Gprogn

g ∈ Gprev Subset of preventive maintenance tasks

g ∈ Gcorr Subset of corrective maintenance tasks

g ∈ Gprogn Subset of prognostics-driven maintenance tasks cor-
responding to monitored components U

r ∈ R Set of aircraft registrations

u ∈ Ur Subset of monitored components belonging in aircraft
registration r (Ur ⊂ U)

m ∈ M Set of maintenance slots

m ∈ MFixed Subset of fixed maintenance slots

m ∈ MFlexible Subset of flexible maintenance slots

w ∈ W Set of workforce skills

9



Table 2: Defined parameters for the two-stage scheduling model

Parameter Unit Description

t Date Current date of scheduling

δr FCs Average flight daily usage of air-
craft r, r ∈ R

CP Days Schedule change prevention days

Dueg Date Due date of task g, g ∈ Gprev ∪
Gcorr

GRw
m Hours Amount of available labor hours of

skill type w f maintenance slot m

GRw
g Hours Amount of required labor hours of

skill type ts to perform task g

Durationm Hours Duration of maintenance slot s

Durationg Hours Duration of maintenance task g

Arrivalg Date Creation date of maintenance task
g

Ccorr
ur

Euros Corrective maintenance cost for
component u installed in aircraft
r

Cprev
ur

Euros Preventive maintenance cost for
component u installed in aircraft
r

DDs [-] 1 if the start date of maintenance
slot m is before the due date of
task g

Materialg,m [-] 1 if the required material for the
execution of maintenance task g is
available before the start date of
maintenance slot m

Machineryg,m [-] 1 if the required equipment for the
execution of maintenance task g is
available before the start date of
maintenance slot m

ACtyper,m [-] 1 if the aircraft type of mainte-
nance slot m matches the type of
aircraft registration r

Table 3: Defined decision variables for the two-stage scheduling model.

Decision Variable Description

Tg,m Binary, 1 if task g is assigned to slot m

ACr,m Binary, 1 if aircraft r is assigned to slot m

∑
r∈R

ACr,m ≤ 1 ∀m ∈ M (1)∑
m∈M

(1−DDg,m) · Tg,m = 0 ∀g ∈ G (2)∑
m∈M

(1−Materialg,m) · Tg,m = 0 ∀g ∈ G (3)

10



∑
m∈M

(1−Machineryg,m) · Tg,m = 0 ∀g ∈ G (4)∑
g∈G

GRw
g · Tg,m ≤ GRw

m ∀w ∈ W,m ∈ M (5)

Durationg · Tg,m ≤ Durationm ∀m ∈ M, g ∈ G (6)∑
m∈M

(1−ACtyper,m) ·ACr,m = 0 ∀r ∈ R (7)

Tg,m, ACr,m ∈ {0, 1} (8)

The set of constraints (1) imposes that only one aircraft can be assigned to a maintenance slot. According1

to the set of constraints (2), a task can only be assigned to a maintenance slot with a start date earlier than2

its due date. The set of constraints (3)-(6) guarantees the satisfaction of the 4M requirements when a task is3

allocated to a maintenance slot. The set of constraints (7) ensures that aircraft of a specific type can only be4

scheduled to slots of a matching aircraft type, while the set of constraints 8 defines the type of the decision5

variables.6

4 Prognostics-driven tasks maintenance scheduling7

In this section, we provide an analysis of the methodology and the algorithm used to derive the optimal8

maintenance actions over the intended planning horizon for the monitored components considered in the aircraft9

fleet.10

4.1 Problem Formulation11

4.1.1 State, Observation and Action Modelling12

Let R denote the set of the considered aircraft registrations in the aircraft fleet. Each aircraft has a set of13

different and independent monitored components Ur, r ∈ R, which correspond to a set of prognostics-driven14

tasks Gr
progn. Moreover, each aircraft has a constant average daily utilization rate δr.15

We formulate the decision-making process for the maintenance of each monitored component as a POMDP.16

POMDPs have been widely used in the scientific literature for asset management under uncertainty (see [Pa-17

pakonstantinou and Shinozuka, 2014] and the references therein). We define the deterioration process {Xt}t≥018

for every component as a continuous-time discrete-state Markov Chain. It is assumed that each of the compo-19

nents has two unobservable (hidden) working states, SX = {0, 1}, where 0 corresponds to the healthy state and20

1 corresponds to the degrading state. The observable failure state is defined as state 2, such that the compo-21

nent state space is SX ∪ 2. It is noted that a problem with more than 2 working states might be considered.22

However, this will increase the dimensionality of the problem accordingly. Moreover, from a practical point of23

view, having two discrete working states makes easier the interpretation of results from the decision-maker and24

the application of the model in practice [Nguyen et al., 2019].25

The component is classified as either being in the healthy or degrading state based on a predefined threshold26

∆ of its true RUL, Lu. The component is being classified as healthy and degrading when Lu > ∆ and Lu ≤ ∆27

respectively. Finally, the component has failed when Lu = 0.28

The sensor information for every monitored component are passed to the prognostics model and at every29

decision epoch n and time t = Tn, the corresponding RUL predictions, Lu(Tn), are obtained. However, the30

true state of the component cannot be directly inferred from the Lu(Tn), because of the uncertainty included31

in the prediction. To capture the uncertainty of the predictions, the predicted RUL, Lu(Tn), is represented by32

the Gaussian distribution, i.e., Lu(Tn) ∼ N(µu, σu). Based on the mean value µu and the predefined threshold33

∆, we obtain the observed state OTn
. The observed deterioration process OTn

∈ SO = {0, 1, 2} is then a34

discrete-time discrete-state stochastic process. After running the prognostics model at time t = Tn, given that35

the true state of the component XTn
= k, k ∈ SX , if OTn

= k, then the state of the system is correctly detected.36

Otherwise, i.e. if OTn ̸= k, the detection is incorrect.37

As it is evident, the observed state relates stochastically to the true underlying, but hidden working state38

of the component, which is either healthy or degrading. This relationship is captured by the state observation39

matrix Q = (qiz)2×2, where qiz = P (OTn
= z|XTn

= i), i ∈ SX , z ∈ SO, is the probability that the decision-40

maker observes that the component is in state j while the component is in true unobservable state i. We41

calculate the state observation matrix by using historical data of Lu and Lu.42

Based on the observation OTn that is received at every decision epoch n, the maintenance planner may choose43

to perform a maintenance intervention or not, subject to constraints 2-7. It is noted that these constraints need44

to be satisfied for each component individually. Following this, at the first stage of the scheduling model,45
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constraint 1 does not have to be verified. The possible maintenance actions are thus defined as aTn = {0 :1

Do-nothing, 1 : Perform maintenance}.2

4.1.2 State transition law3

The state transition law, P (XTn+1
= j|XTn

= i), defines the conditional probability that the component is in4

the discrete state i at time t = Tn+1, given that it was at discrete state j at time t = Tn, where i, j ∈ SX ∪2 and5

j ≥ i. Recalling that Φ(·) corresponds to the cdf of normal distribution, we derive the following five expressions:6

• if i = j = 0:

P (XTn+1
= 0|XTn

= 0) =
Φ(max(Lu(Tn))−µu

σu
)− Φ(∆+δr−µu

σu
)

Φ(maxLu(Tn))−µu

σu
)− Φ(∆−µu

σu
)

(9)

• if i = i = 1:

P (XTn+1 = 1|XTn = 1) =
Φ(∆−µu

σu
)− Φ( δr−µu

σu
)

Φ(∆−µu

σu
)

(10)

• if i = 0 and j = 1:

P (XTn+1 = 1|XTn = 0) =
Φ(∆+δr−µu

σu
)− Φ(∆−µu

σu
)

Φ(maxLu(Tn)−µu

σu
)− Φ(∆−µu

σu
)

(11)

• if i = 1 and j = 2:

P (XTn+1 = 2|XTn = 1) =
Φ( δr−µu

σu
)

Φ(∆−µu

σu
)

(12)

• if i = 2 and j = 2:
P (XTn+1

= 2|XTn
= 2) = 1 (13)

These expressions formulate the state transition matrix P = (pij)3×3, i, j ∈ SX ∪ 2.7

4.1.3 Belief Function8

Since the true working state of the component cannot be directly determined by the output of the prognostics9

model, the state of knowledge of the maintenance planner can be represented by a vector of probabilities10

called belief state bTn
= (b0Tn

, b1Tn
), which is the decision’s maker perceived probability of the component11

being at state 0 and 1 respectively, at time t = Tn. According to POMDP theory [Smallwood and Sondik,12

1973], it can be proven that the whole sequence, or history, of observations and actions until time t = Tn,13

hTn
= {aT1

, OT1
, ....OTn−1

, aTn
, OTn

}, can be summarized by bTn
. Thus, in order to calculate bTn+1

, it is14

sufficient to know bTn
. Therefore, after receiving a new observation OTn+1

= z at the next decision epoch n+1,15

we can calculate, by means of the Bayes rule, the posterior probability vector (or the updated belief), bTn+1
,16

whose each element is given by:17

bjTn+1
=

∑
i∈SX

biTn
pijqiz∑

i∈SX

∑
l∈SX

biTn
pilqlz

, j ∈ SX (14)

4.1.4 Policy and Value function18

In a fully observable MDP, a policy is a mapping from states to actions. In a POMDP, a policy π is a mapping19

from belief states to actions. Each policy induces an expected accumulated discounted return. For the current20

work, the objective of the maintenance planner is to work out a maintenance policy that minimizes the expected21

long-term maintenance cost of the component over the intended planning horizon [Tn, Tend]. In general, the22

maintenance cost of the component at time t = Tn, Tn ≤ Tend, is defined as follows:23

C(Tn) = Ccorr
u × P fail

u (Tn+1) + Cprev
u × [(1− P fail

u (Tn+1) +
E[(Lu(Tn)|TSIu(Tn)]− TSIu(Tn)

MTBFu
] (15)

where TSIu(Tn) = n · δr corresponds to the elapsed time from the installation of the component until t = Tn,24

MTBFu is the Mean Time Between Failures (estimated from historical data) for the specific component, and25

P fail
u (Tn+1) is the probability that the component will fail until the next decision epoch n+1. The probability26

of failure of the component is calculated as follows:27
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P fail
u (Tn+1) =

{
0 if XTn

= 0

P (Lu(Tn) < δr) = Φ( δr−µu

σu
) if XTn

= 1
(16)

As a result of the chosen action, the maintenance planner receives a total discounted accumulated return:1

Ru
Tn

=

Tend∑
t=Tn

γrut (17)

where γ is a discount factor and rut is the difference of maintenance cost between two consecutive decision epochs2

and can be formulated as follows:3

rut = C(t− 1)− C(t) (18)

This formulation of the reward function is intended to capture the additional maintenance cost savings or losses4

that can be incurred because of the decision of the maintenance planner to postpone the maintenance of the5

component for one additional day. Then, the value function, which can be used to assess the quality of policy6

π can be written as:7

V u
π (bTn

) = Eπ[R
u
Tn

|bTn
] (19)

and corresponds to the expected return that will be earned over the planning horizon [Tn, Tend], starting from8

belief state bTn . Among all candidate policies, the one that yields the maximum value function is called the9

optimal policy, π⋆:10

π⋆(bTn
) = argmaxπV

u
π (bTn

) (20)

The optimal policy π⋆ specifies the optimal action to execute at the current decision epoch, assuming that11

the planner will act optimally in the future. In any POMDP, there is at least one optimal policy π∗ that achieves12

the optimal value function [Silver and Veness, 2010].13

4.2 Prognostics-driven tasks scheduling algorithm14

The scheduling algorithm generates a maintenance policy/schedule for each considered component for the in-15

tended planning horizon [T0, Tend]. It uses a modified version of the POMCP algorithm developed by [Silver16

and Veness, 2010] to obtain the optimal value function for the maintenance of each component, and thus, define17

the corresponding optimal maintenance policy for every day of the planning horizon. For each component, a18

Monte Carlo Search Tree is built. An example of such tree is visualized in Fig.4.19

Figure 4: Monte Carlo component tree

We assume that the predictions from the prognostics model are available every day, so the decision epoch n20

corresponds to day n of the planning horizon. Accordingly, the tree is organized in n alternating layers of belief21

and action nodes, where each layer corresponds to a day of the planning horizon. Each node is characterized22

by the number of visits N , which counts the number of times this node has been visited, and a value V , which23

captures the average estimated return of all simulations when starting from this node.24
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The root node of the tree represents the current updated belief, bT0 , based on the received observation OT0 .1

Instead of updating the belief using Eq. 14, the algorithm uses a particle filter, where each particle corresponds2

to a sample state. More specifically, to update the belief state, a Monte Carlo procedure is performed, that3

samples a state from the previous belief state, bt−1, and passes it to a sample generative model. The sample4

generative model, for the given state Xt−1 and for the chosen action â, provides the successor state, observation5

and reward:6

G(Xt−1, â) = (X
′

t , O
′

t, rt) (21)

The dynamics of the sample generative model are captured by the POMDP developed in Sec. 4.1: the state7

X
′

t is given by the state transition matrix P (Sec. 4.1.2), the observation O
′

t by the state observation matrix Q8

(Sec.4.1.1) and the reward rt by Eq. 18 & 15. If the sampled observation O
′

t matches the real observation Ot,9

then state X
′

t is added to the set of particles. This procedure is repeated until K particles have been added to10

the belief state bt.11

The algorithm starts from the root node of the tree. For nSim times a particle is randomly sampled from12

the belief node bt and the related sampled state Xt is used as the initial state of the simulation. The available13

child action nodes depend on whether : i) there is an available maintenance slot on that specific day of the14

planning horizon, and ii) the set of constraints (2)-(7) is verified. If both maintenance actions are available,15

then an action â is selected according to Upper Confidence Bound for Trees (UCT) search strategy( [Kocsis and16

Szepesvari, 2006]), defined as follows:17

â = argmaxat(V (btat) + c

√
log(N(bt))

N(btat)
) (22)

where the constant c determines the exploration to exploitation ratio. This action is then passed to the sample18

generative model that determines the successor state X
′

t+1, observation O
′

t+1, and reward rt+1. At the succeeding19

belief nodes, the observation Ot+1 determines which branch of the tree the algorithm needs to follow. The same20

procedure repeats until the computational budget is exceeded, a terminal state is reached (the component has21

failed or the component is scheduled for maintenance) or a leaf node is encountered.22

In the latter case, the tree is expanded by precisely one node, corresponding to the new belief state en-23

countered during that simulation. Then a random simulation is run, where actions are selected according to a24

rollout policy, like uniform random action selection. This process is repeated until the computational budget25

or the terminal state has been reached, the rewards obtained through this simulation step are backpropagated26

through the internal nodes upwards in the tree, defining for each action of the root node an approximated27

expected discounted reward. When all the simulations are complete, the algorithm selects the action node28

with the greatest value function. Following the formulation of the value function in accordance with Eq. 1529

- 19, the algorithm chooses the action that minimizes the expected long-run maintenance cost. When a real30

prediction/observation from the prognostics has been received, we prune the tree at the belief node determined31

by the received observation. This specific belief node becomes the new root node of the tree and, as such, all32

the other belief nodes are now impossible.33

Moreover, it is reminded that our goal is to produce a maintenance schedule for the whole intended planning34

horizon. However, up to this point, the algorithm has only chosen the optimal action at the root node, which35

corresponds to the present day. To plan for the rest of the days of the planning horizon, without having to wait36

for a new prediction from the prognostics, we prune the tree at the most probable observation expected to be37

received at the next day of the planning horizon, i.e., at the succeeding belief node with the highest amount of38

visits N . For example, in Fig. 4, in order to plan for T1, we prune the tree at OT1
= 1 as it has more visits39

than OT1 = 0 and OT1 = 2. This belief node becomes then the new root node of the tree and the algorithm is40

run again to generate the optimal action for this specific day of the planning horizon. The same process repeats41

until we reach the end of the planning horizon. The pseudocode for the prognostics-driven tasks scheduling42

algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Readers are kindly referred to [Silver and Veness, 2010] for a more43

detailed explanation of the POMCP algorithm.44

The final output of the algorithm is a sequence of the optimal maintenance actions corresponding to each45

day of the planning horizon, which constitutes the maintenance schedule for the specific component. The day46

the component is scheduled for maintenance corresponds to the optimal maintenance date for this specific47

component individually and defines the due date of the corresponding prognostics-driven task. The defined48

prognostics-driven tasks will be passed to the Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithm, in order to be considered49

for scheduling, together with the preventive and corrective maintenance tasks, at the aircraft level.50
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Algorithm 1 Derivation of maintenance policy for each monitored component for the intended planning horizon
1: Set desired planning horizon
2: if new prediction/observation is received then
3: Prune tree at the received observation/corresponding belief node bt
4: Discard all the other belief nodes
5: Run POMCP algorithm as defined in [Silver and Veness, 2010]
6: Select action â with the highest value function
7: Append action â to the list of selected maintenance actions
8: repeat()
9: Prune tree at the belief node bt with the highest amount of visits N

10: Discard all other belief nodes
11: Run POMCP algorithm as defined in [Silver and Veness, 2010]
12: Select action â with the highest value function
13: Append action to the list of selected maintenance actions
14: until Terminal state or end of planning horizon
15: else
16: repeat()
17: Prune tree at the belief node bt with the highest amount of visits N
18: Discard all other belief nodes
19: Run POMCP algorithm as defined in [Silver and Veness, 2010]
20: Select action â with the highest value function
21: Append action â to the list of maintenance actions
22: until Terminal state or end of planning horizon

5 Aircraft fleet maintenance scheduling1

The aircraft fleet maintenance scheduling algorithm presented in this paper outputs a maintenance schedule2

which details the allocation of the tasks and the corresponding aircraft to the available maintenance slots over3

the desired planning horizon. We formulate the aircraft fleet maintenance scheduling problem as a sequential4

decision-making process that can be modelled through a Markov Decision Process (MDP). An MDP is defined5

on the basis of a state space, action space and reward function. However, constructing a state and action space6

by considering all the aircraft in the fleet and solving the resulting MDP, even with a DRL approach, can require7

too much computational time to be suitable for operational use.8

Inspired by real airline practice, we reduce the problem size by constructing an MDP only the for the tasks9

and the corresponding aircraft that are not possible to be allocated to the fixed maintenance slots. In order to10

know these tasks, we have to solve the task allocation problem for the fixed slots. Solving this type of problem11

is fairly simple, as in fixed maintenance slots the aircraft registrations are pre-defined and the aircraft will be12

grounded for maintenance anyway as part of a major letter check, meaning that the maintenance planner does13

not have to worry neither about matching the duration of the task with the duration of the slot or about causing14

potential schedule changes, as in the case of flexible maintenance slots. We use a Greedy algorithm to assign the15

considered aircraft maintenance tasks to the available fixed maintenance slots, subject to the set of constraints16

(2)-(7). The tasks that could not be allocated to the fixed maintenance slots, together with the preventive and17

prognostics-driven tasks that have been scheduled at the fixed slots but have a task interval utilization rate18

below a set threshold, are then passed to the Deep Reinforcement Learning algorithm, which assigns these tasks19

to the flexible maintenance slots, satisfying the four objectives described in Sec. 3.4 and subject to the set of20

constraints (2)-(7). The fixed and the flexible slots maintenance schedule are then combined to generate the21

final maintenance schedule for the aircraft fleet.22

An overview of the aircraft fleet maintenance scheduling algorithm is presented in Fig. 5. In the next23

sections, a detailed description of the developed algorithms is provided.24
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Figure 5: Aircraft fleet scheduling model overview

5.1 Greedy algorithm1

The objective of the greedy algorithm is to allocate as many tasks as possible to the fixed maintenance slots,2

while achieving an efficient task interval utilization. Algorithm 2 explains the functionality of the greedy3

algorithm. First, the maintenance tasks of each aircraft are sorted in ascending order according to the number4

of maintenance opportunities/fixed slots left for the execution of each task, that verify the set of constraints5

(2)-(7). The tasks that have no remaining maintenance opportunities, i.e., it is not possible to be assigned to6

the fixed slots, are removed from the list and added to the pool of tasks that will be considered for scheduling7

by the DRL algorithm.8

The algorithm then selects the first element from the list, that corresponds to the most urgent task. If9

the task is either prognostics-driven or preventive, it is assigned to the latest possible fixed slot. In case it10

corresponds to a corrective task, it is assigned in the earliest possible fixed slot. After the task is assigned, the11

available workhours per skill in the used maintenance slot are reduced by the amount of workhours per skill12

required for the execution of the task. The tasks are then sorted again in ascending order according to the13

number of the updated remaining fixed slots, and the same process repeats until all aircraft tasks have been14

considered.15

The final output of the algorithm consists of a maintenance schedule, detailing the allocation of tasks to16

the fixed maintenance slots, and a list of tasks to be considered for scheduling in the flexible slots by the DRL17

algorithm.18

Algorithm 2 Greedy algorithm-allocation of aircraft tasks to fixed maintenance slots
1: INPUT: R, G, Mfixed

2: for r ∈ R do
3: repeat()
4: Sort the aircraft tasks, g ∈ Gr, in ascending order according to the number of remaining maintenance

opportunities mr ∈ Mfixed, verifying by the set of constraints (2)-(7).
5: Add the aircraft tasks that have no remaining maintenance opportunities to the list of tasks to be

considered for scheduling by the DRL algorithm.
6: Select the first element from the sorted list, i.e., the most urgent task gurgent
7: if gurgent ∈ Gprev ∪Gprogn then
8: Assign gurgent to the latest possible fixed maintenance slot.
9: else if gurgent ∈ Gcorr then

10: Assign gurgent to the earliest possible fixed maintenance slot.
11: end if
12: Update the available workhours of the used maintenance slot
13: until all aircraft tasks, g ∈ Gr, have been considered

16



5.2 Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithm1

In the Reinforcement Learning context, an agent learns how to interact with the surrounding environment by2

following a specific policy. In the basic representation, at every decision point t, an agent observes a state3

st ∈ S,chooses an action at ∈ A according to the policy π(S → A), and receives an immediate reward rt ∈ R.4

The objective of the agent is to determine the optimal policy π⋆ that maximizes the expected sum of long-term5

discounted rewards. In the next sections, a6

5.2.1 State space7

The decision-making process occurs in a sequential manner, i.e., at each flexible maintenance slot m, m ∈8

MFlexible, the DRL agent has to decide which aircraft to schedule. The state of the environment in every9

maintenance slot that influences the decision, is captured by the state vector:10

sm = ⟨sr, NDm, DTm, SCm, STNm⟩ (23)

where sr is defined as follows:

sr = {OTr, TTr, SUr, FSr, RUr, NRUr, DRr, FNSr,

MURr,MDRr, RFSr, ROr, TNr}
(24)

Each feature of the state vector sr contains indicators about the considered tasks of aircraft r, r ∈ R, with11

respect to the current considered flexible maintenance slot m. Also, these features are designed, through trial-12

and-error experimentation, in a way such that the planning objectives described in Sec. 3.4 are captured,13

as part of the environment. Before presenting the details of the features, some notations should be given in14

advance. We define the task interval utilization rate, URg, as the moment in time a task is executed relative15

to the length of its interval. The length of the task interval refers to the due date of the task, Dueg, in the16

case of corrective and preventive maintenance tasks, or the optimal maintenance date defined by the POMCP17

scheduling algorithm, ODg, in the case of prognostics-driven tasks. Then, the task interval utilization rate can18

be calculated as follows:19

URg =


Startm −Arrivalg
Dueg −Arrivalg

, if g ∈ Gcorr ∪Gprev

Startm −Arrivalg
ODg −Arrivalg

, if g ∈ Gprogn

(25)

Based on the notations above, the state features are defined as follows:20

• OTr: The open tasks of aircraft r when considering slot m. If there are no open tasks, the corresponding21

aircraft features are removed from the state vector.22

• TTr: A binary variable that indicates the type of the open tasks of aircraft r. Unitary if only corrective23

maintenance tasks are considered, zero if either preventive or prognostics-driven tasks are considered as24

well.25

• SUr: A binary variable that indicates whether aircraft r can be assigned in slot m, based on the verification26

of the set of constraints (2)-(7). Unitary if aircraft r can be assigned in slot m.27

• FSr: A binary variable that indicates whether all open tasks of aircraft r can be assigned in the current28

maintenance slot m. Unitary if all open tasks can be assigned to this maintenance slot, verifying the set29

of constraints (2)-(7).30

• RUr: The achieved average utilization rate of the prognostics-driven and preventive maintenance tasks, if31

aircraft r is assigned in the maintenance slot m. Based on Eq. 32, the average utilization rate for aircraft32

r can be defined as follows:33

RUr =

∑K
g=1 URg

K
, g ∈ Gr

prev ∪Gr
progn, K = |Gr

prev|+ |Gr
progn| (26)

• NRUr: The achieved average utilization rate of the corrective maintenance tasks, if aircraft r is assigned34

in the maintenance slot m. Based on Eq. 32, the average utilization rate for aircraft r can be defined as35

follows:36

NRUr =

∑K
g=1 URg

K
, g ∈ Gr

corr, K = |Gr
corr| (27)
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• DRr: The ratio of the task with the highest duration to the duration of the maintenance slot:1

DRr =
max(Durationg)

Durationm
, g ∈ Gr. (28)

• FNSr: A binary variable indicating whether there is any flexible maintenance slot in the future where all2

the open tasks can be addressed, subject to the set of constraints (2)-(7). Unitary if such a slot exists.3

• MUr: The maximum average utilization rate, RUr, that can be achieved for the preventive and prognostics-4

driven maintenance tasks, if they are assigned to the forthcoming available flexible maintenance slots,5

subject to the set of constraints (2)-(7).6

• MDRr: The maximum DRr that can be achieved if the open tasks of aircraft r are assigned to the7

forthcoming available flexible maintenance slots, subject to the set of constraints (2)-(7)8

• RFSr: The total number of flexible maintenance slots, where all the open tasks of aircraft r can be9

addressed, subject to the set of constraints (2)-(7).10

• ROr: The number of remaining maintenance opportunities/available flexible maintenance slots for aircraft11

r, before the first task goes due, subject to the set of constraints (2)-(7).12

• TNr: The aircraft registration number.13

• NDm: The difference, captured in days, between the start date of the slot and the start date of the14

planning horizon.15

• DTm: The total number of due tasks across the aircraft fleet until flexible maintenance slot m.16

• SCm: The total number of changes performed in the maintenance schedule until flexible maintenance slot17

m.18

• STN: The aircraft registration number that was assigned for maintenance in flexible maintenance slot m19

in the existing maintenance schedule.20

5.2.2 Action Space21

At each maintenance opportunity m, the maintenance planner needs to decide which aircraft to schedule for
maintenance. The action space at maintenance slot m can be defined as follows:

Am(sm) = (r ∈ R,STN,NULL) (29)

The STN action corresponds to selecting for maintenance the aircraft that was originally allocated in22

maintenance slot m in the existing schedule, meaning that no schedule change is observed if this action is23

chosen.24

When the agent selects an aircraft for maintenance, it sorts the aircraft open maintenance tasks in ascending25

order, according to the remaining maintenance opportunities of each task. Then it starts allocating tasks to26

the maintenance slot by considering them in the order they are referenced in the sorted list, as long as the27

set of constraints (2)-(7) is verified. After the all the open maintenance tasks are considered for scheduling,28

the agent then tries to schedule the preventive and prognostics-driven tasks that have been allocated to fixed29

maintenance slots, but have a task interval utilization rate below a set threshold. These tasks are sorted in30

ascending order, according to the task interval utilization rate. Afterwards, the agent starts assigning these31

tasks to the maintenance slot by considering them in the order they are referenced in the sorted list, as long as32

the set of constraints (2)-(7) is verified.33

Finally, the NULL action corresponds to not scheduling any of the considered aircraft on maintenance slot34

m.35

5.2.3 Reward function36

The reward function represents the objectives of the maintenance planner as defined in Sec. 3.4. The procedure37

for calculating the reward function Rm is given by the following algorithm:38

The first and most important objective is to keep the aircraft safe and airworthy, i.e., to prevent maintenance39

tasks from going due. For this reason, in lines 3-4, a large negative penalty, Wfail << 0, is returned when the40

number of due tasks increases between two successive maintenance slots. Also, one of the objectives is to improve41

maintenance schedule stability and subsequently, increase the flight schedule reliability. To account for this, in42

lines 5-6, a negative penalty Wfail << Wresc << 0 is introduced when a schedule change is observed within43

18



Algorithm 3 Definition of the reward Rm for every state-action pair (sm, am) at every maintenance slot m

1: Wfail << Wresch << 0
2: Wground > Wutil >> 0

3: if DTm+1 > DTm then
4: Rm = Wfail × (DTm+1 −DTm)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Task execution

5: else if SCm+1 > SCm then
6: Rm = Wresch ×max(CP −NDm, 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Schedule stability
7: else
8: if am = NULL then
9: Rm = Wground

10: else
11: if FSr ̸= FNSr then
12: Rm = (Wground +Wutil)× FSr︸ ︷︷ ︸

Aircraft operational availability
13: else
14: if FSr = FNSr then
15: if TTr = 0 then
16: Rm = Wground × (1− (MDRr −DRr))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Aircraft operational availability

+Wutil × (1− (MRUr −RUr))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Task interval utilization

17: else
18: Rm = Wground × (1− (MDRr −DRr))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Aircraft operational availability

+Wutil × (1−NRUr)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Task interval utilization

the period defined by the airline that schedule changes should be prevented. Moreover, as we move closer to1

the day of operations, the impact of a schedule change is higher, and therefore the introduced penalty increases2

linearly.3

Lines 14-18 guide the selection of the algorithm when either there are multiple maintenance slots that can4

accommodate all the aircraft open tasks, or there are no slots where all tasks can be addressed at once. In5

this case, the first objective that needs to be satisfied is to allocate the tasks to maintenance slots that have6

a similar duration to the duration of the considered tasks, i.e., a high DRr is achieved. This is accomplished7

by the first term in the reward function, Rm, in lines 16 & 18, where the highest reward is returned when8

DRr = MDRr, i.e., when the algorithm selects the maintenance slot which, in terms of duration, is the best9

possible fit for the considered tasks. The last objective in terms of importance is the task interval utilization. In10

case there are preventive and prognostics-driven tasks (TTr = 0), the second term in the reward function, Rm,11

in line 16, returns the highest reward when MRUr = RUr, i.e., when the algorithm selects the maintenance slot12

that provides the highest possible interval utilization rate. When there are only corrective maintenance tasks13

(TTr = 1), the objective is to schedule them as soon as possible, which is achieved by the second term of the14

reward function, Rm, in line 18. This term returns a high reward when a low NRUr is achieved, i.e. when the15

algorithm schedules the considered tasks as soon as possible. Because in the airline practice the objective of16

increased aircraft operational availability has a higher priority than the objective of task interval utilization, we17

set Wground > Wutil.18

Lines 11-12 ensure that the agent prefers to assign the aircraft to maintenance slots (if they exist) where19

all the open tasks can be addressed at once, hence minimizing the use of maintenance slots. In case only the20

current considered slot can accommodate all open maintenance tasks (FSr = 1) and there are no forthcoming21

maintenance slots where all tasks can be addressed (FNSr = 0), the highest possible reward is returned when22

the agent allocates the aircraft to this slot. In the opposite case, i.e., when FSr = 0 and FNSr = 1, a zero23

reward is returned when the agent assigns the aircraft to the current slot.24

Finally, a positive reward, set equal to Wground, is returned (line 9) when the agent decides not to schedule25

any aircraft for maintenance, as in this case the aircraft is available for operations.26

5.2.4 Deep Q Learning network27

A widely used Reinforcement Learning algorithm is Deep Q Network (DQN). This concept uses a multi-layered28

neural network with weights θ to approximate the Q value function. The inputs to the neural network are the29

state features, while the output consists of the Q function value for each state-action pair. By making use of the30

19



neural network, the algorithm can handle more complicated decision problems with large state-action spaces.1

The DQN used in this paper is a deep neural network consisting of five fully connected layers with one input2

layer, three hidden layers and one output layer. The structure of the DQN is illustrated in Fig. 6. In order to3

prevent having a varying input and output layer size due to the different number of aircraft with open tasks at4

every decision point, we choose to always consider at every decision point the 10 most critical aircraft in terms5

of ROr. That is, we sort all the aircraft in ascending order according to the remaining opportunities (available6

flexible maintenance slots) until their first task goes due and we select the first 10 aircraft from this sorted list.7

The reason lies in the fact that is very unlike that the optimal aircraft to be allocated in the maintenance slot8

m is not within this 10 most critical aircraft list. This results in a number of 134 nodes for the input layer9

and 12 nodes for the output layer. Also, each hidden layer consists of 64 neurons. We use the ReLu activation10

function for the input and the hidden layers and the linear activation function for the output layer.11

Figure 6: DQN structure

6 Computational Experiments12

6.1 Case Study13

To verify and demonstrate the proposed two-stage scheduling framework, we perform a case study for a fleet14

of 44 wide-body aircraft of different types from a major European airline. Each aircraft has a set of open15

preventive and corrective maintenance tasks according to the MPD and MEL, which are updated on a daily16

basis. In total, we consider 1517 open corrective and preventive maintenance tasks, spreading over a period of17

4 months of the airline operations.18

Moreover, we assume that 10 aircraft from the fleet are equipped with sensors that monitor 25 components19

from each aircraft on a permanent basis. For every monitored component, we simulate RUL predictions which20

are updated on a daily basis and are assumed to follow the normal distribution. The working state of the21

components included in the 10 aircraft is different, i.e., every component has a different true RUL.22

All the former tasks can be addressed in dedicated maintenance opportunities, for which the availability and23

the resources change over time. The workforce is divided into multiple skills with specific availability and is24

organized in three shifts per day. Data about the corrective and preventive maintenance tasks, the maintenance25

slots schedule and the available resources were provided by the airline.26

6.1.1 Simulation of RUL predictions27

We simulate the RUL predictions by applying the Support Vector Regression (SVR) prognostics model developed28

in [Bieber et al., 2021] on the C-MAPSS dataset [Saxena and Goebel, 2008] for turbo-fan engines. We further29

assume that the time cycles used in the C-MAPPS dataset correspond to Flight Cycles (FCs). We organize30

the obtained predictions in 4 clusters based on the prediction accuracy and uncertainty, described by MAE and31

standard deviation σ in FCs respectively:32

• Cluster #1: MAE ∼ 8.32 and σ ∼ 12.2433

• Cluster #2: MAE ∼ 13.89 and σ ∼ 19.6934
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• Cluster #3: MAE ∼ 23.52 and σ ∼ 27.351

• Cluster #4: MAE ∼ 37.28 and σ ∼ 40.932

We then assume that for the 25% of the components (7 components in total) the computed daily RUL predictions3

belong to cluster 1, for 25% to cluster 2 (6 components in total), for 25% to cluster 3 (6 components in total)4

and for 25% to cluster 4 (6 components in total). Furthermore, we set the threshold ∆ = 40 FCs to differentiate5

between the healthy and the degrading state. The caclulated state observation matrices that describe the6

stochastic relationship between the true, X ∈ SX , and the observed, O ∈ SO, working state of the component7

for each cluster are as follows:8

X
O 0 (Healthy) 1 (Degrading)

0 (Healthy) 0.99 0.1
1 (Degrading) 0.14 0.86

Table 4: State observation matrix for components
belonging in Cluster # 1

X
O 0 (Healthy) 1 (Degrading)

0 (Healthy) 1 0
1 (Degrading) 0.22 0.78

Table 5: State observation matrix for components
belonging in Cluster # 2

9

X
O 0 (Healthy) 1 (Degrading)

0 (Healthy) 0.99 0.1
1 (Degrading) 0.31 0.69

Table 6: State observation matrix for components
belonging in Cluster # 3

X
O 0 (Healthy) 1 (Degrading)

0 (Healthy) 0.96 0.04
1 (Degrading) 0.39 0.61

Table 7: State observation matrix for components
belonging in Cluster # 4

10

11

Moreover, the corrective and preventive replacement cost of every monitored component is set to CCorr
u =12

25, 000 and CPrev
u = 10, 000 respectively. The magnitude of the cost values was driven by [Freeman et al., 2021],13

where average historical values of true preventive and corrective repair costs were used.14

6.1.2 Simulation of new task information arrival15

In order to simulate the dynamic process of the arrival new corrective and preventive tasks, and also the update16

of RUL predictions for the monitored components, we implement a rolling horizon approach (see Fig 7). A17

maintenance schedule is generated for a fixed time window. Afterwards, the planning horizon shifts one day18

ahead, where new tasks may arrive and/or new RUL predictions are obtained. However, the new information19

about the maintenance tasks may compromise the feasibility of the existing schedule. Our framework takes20

rescheduling actions to produce a new and feasible schedule for the intended time window, while also minimizing21

the number of schedule changes in the next 3 days (highlighted grey area in Fig 7), i.e., CP = 3. This value was22

chosen on the basis that in our partner airline, aircraft registrations are assigned to flights 3 days up front. The23

same process repeats until the end of planning horizon is reached. It is noted that no scheduling opportunities24

beyond the end of planning horizon are considered.25

Figure 7: Rolling horizon approach
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6.1.3 Assumptions1

• Aircraft utilization is known and constant. The daily aircraft utilization δr, r ∈ R is set to 15 FHs2

- 4 FCs, according to historical aircraft utilization values of an airline.3

• There are no component-wise dependencies. The potential economic, stochastic and structural4

dependencies of the components are not considered.5

• RUL predictions are obtained on a daily basis. The SVR prognostics model produces every day6

one RUL prediction for every monitored component.7

• RUL predictions follow the normal distribution8

6.2 Results analysis of the prognostics-driven tasks maintenance scheduling model9

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the first stage of the framework, i.e., we assess the scheduling10

of the 250 prognostics-driven tasks individually, not considering the preventive and the corrective maintenance11

tasks of the aircraft fleet. The parameters of the POMCP algorithm are defined through experimentation in12

the following table 8:13

Parameter Value
discount factor γ 0.5

exploration constant c 100
# belief particles 1200

# episodes 500

Table 8: Parameters of the POMCP algorithm

Moreover, the corrective and preventive replacement cost of every monitored component is set to CCorr
u =14

25, 000 and CPrev
u = 10, 000 respectively. The magnitude of the cost values was driven by [Freeman et al., 2021],15

where average historical values of true preventive and corrective repair costs were used. Based on the daily16

updated RUL predictions simulated according to Sec. 6.1.1, the prognostics-driven tasks scheduling model17

generates at each day the maintenance schedule of each monitored component for the next 30 days of the18

planning horizon. It is noted that at this stage we are only interested in scheduling efficiently the prognostics-19

driven tasks, which means that up to this point no decisions at aircraft level are taken. As such, we are only20

interested in executing maintenance in the monitored component on-time, while at the same time, achieving21

the highest possible RUL exploitation. Following this, we do not consider the effect of the chosen maintenance22

action with respect to the aircraft operational availability and potential schedule changes.23

The proposed scheduling model is implemented in Python 3.7.6, on a laptop computer with Intel Core i524

processor 9300, 16GB RAM and NVIDIA 1660Ti GPU. The results are summarized in the following table 9:25

Due prognostics-driven tasks 33
Scheduled prognostics-driven tasks 216

Average RUL exploitation of the components 89.6%
Average wasted RUL (in days) 1

Table 9: Results of the prognostics-driven tasks scheduling model

It is observed that the prognostics-driven tasks scheduling model manages to schedule approximately 87%26

of the prognostics-driven tasks on-time, achieving a very high average RUL exploitation of the components of27

approximately 89.6%. This corresponds to an average waste of 1 day of RUL, which means that the proposed28

model manages to schedule the monitored components as close as possible to their true end-of-life. Moreover,29

to gain further insights into the effect of prediction accuracy and uncertainty on the scheduling efficiency of the30

model, we analyzed the number of components that were not scheduled on-time of maintenance with respect31

to their cluster category. It can be observed that the majority of the components (∼ 91%) that were not32

scheduled on-time belong to clusters #3 and #4, which are characterized by RUL predictions with high MAE33

and standard deviation. Finally, the average computation time needed for every day of the planning horizon34

for a time window of 30 days was ∼ 5 seconds.35
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6.2.1 Sensitivity analysis of the preventive to corrective maintenance cost ratio1

We also performed a sensitivity analysis of the scheduling performance of the prognostics-driven tasks scheduling2

model by changing the ratio of the preventive to corrective maintenance cost, Cprev
u : Ccorr

u . Hence, we run3

the first stage of the proposed framework for different scenarios of preventive and corrective maintenance cost4

ratios. In Fig. 8 ,the number of the due tasks and RUL exploitation are presented for a range of preventive to5

corrective maintenance cost ratios.6

Figure 8: Due prognostics-driven tasks and RUL exploitation for different ratios of Cprev
u : Ccorr

u .

As expected, in the extreme scenario when the Cprev
u : Ccorr

u = 1 : 1, the model does not schedule any7

component for maintenance, since there is no cost benefit for preventively maintaining the component. Across8

the other tested scenarios, it can be seen that increasing the preventive to corrective cost ratio causes a decrease9

in the number of the due prognostic-driven tasks, while at the same time, average RUL exploitation decreases.10

This observed trade-off between timely component maintenance execution and RUL exploitation is expected,11

since a higher corrective maintenance cost relates to a more conservative scheduling approach. In other words,12

aiming for a higher RUL exploitation becomes less attractive, as the risk of exceeding the RUL and repairing13

the component induces very high corrective maintenance costs.14

Finally, in Fig. 9, we present an analysis of the number of components from each cluster that were not15

scheduled on time in every scenario. Once more, it can be observed that the majority of the components across16

all scenarios that were not scheduled on-time, come from cluster #3 and #4.17

Figure 9: Due tasks per cluster of components

6.3 Results analysis of the aircraft fleet maintenance scheduling model18

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the aircraft fleet scheduling model. As explained in Sec. 5.2,19

the DRL algorithm requires a set of input parameters. These input parameters, which were defined through20

trial-and-error experimentation, are presented in table 10:21

The proposed DQN is implemented on the same laptop described above. It is trained on 10 days of historical22

maintenance data provided by the airline and it makes use of a schedule window of 120 days. The training23

curve for 2000 episodes is visualized in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the sum of rewards increases with the24

increase of training steps, which indicates that the proposed DQN has learned the proper maintenance decisions25

for different situations in an efficient way.26
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Parameter Value
Wfail −106

Wresch −2× 105

Wground 105

Wutil 5× 104

Initial exploration rate (ϵ0) 1.0
Exploration rate decay (dϵdt ) 0.995
Final exploration rate (ϵT ) 0.001

Batch size 64
Hidden Layers 3

Dense size (neurons) 64
Training episodes 2000

Table 10: Parameters of the DQN

Figure 10: Sum of rewards during agent training

In order to benchmark the performance of the DRL scheduling algorithm, a comparison between the actual1

airline maintenance schedule for the considered planning period and the schedule produced by the DRL algorithm2

is performed. However, for a fair comparison, the prognostics-driven tasks are excluded, since the airline has3

not yet included such type of tasks in its maintenance practice. The model would be evaluated on the basis of4

the four planning objectives described in Sec. 3.4.5

Table 13 summarizes the results in terms of due tasks and total ground time used, which correspond to the6

planning objectives of task execution and aircraft operational availability. In both cases, no tasks went due.7

Additionally, in the maintenance schedule produced by the DRL algorithm, 5 less maintenance slots are used8

compared to the airline schedule. Moreover, the DRL algorithm saves 175.04 hours or 7.29 days of ground time9

with respect to the actual airline schedule. Whereas the airline schedule makes use of slots with an average10

duration of 17.5 hours, the DRL algorithm makes use of slots with an average duration of 17.1 hours. All the11

former indicate that the DRL algorithm is able to schedule tasks more effectively than the airline. However,12

the additional ground time required in the airline schedule might be also due to other operational constraints13

that are not captured within the model.14

Schedule method Due tasks Scheduled tasks Used slots Total ground time (hrs)
Airline Schedule 0 1517 248 4,345.43
DRL algorithm 0 1517 243 4,170.39

Table 11: Number of due tasks and ground time for the airline and the DRL algorithm

In table 12 the results with respect the two remaining planning objectives, i.e., schedule stability and15

task interval utilization, are presented. DRL algorithm requires significantly fewer last-notice changes, which16

indicates that the model can produce more stable schedules in comparison with the airline. Moreover, the DRL17

model achieves better task interval utilization for both the corrective and the preventive maintenance tasks. In18

other words, the model is able to schedule corrective tasks as further away as possible from their due date and19

preventive tasks as close as possible to their due date.20
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Schedule method Schedule Changes Preventive tasks utilization Corrective tasks utilization
Airline Schedule 43 74.86% 53.26%
DRL algorithm 22 75.11% 52.03%

Table 12: Number of schedule changes and task interval utilization for the airline and the DRL algorithm

Finally, the average computational time needed for every day of the planning horizon was ∼ 5.9 seconds,1

which makes the DRL scheduling model suitable for ad-hoc decision making in a real airline maintenance2

environment.3

6.4 Results analysis of the two-stage scheduling framework4

In this section, we run the full version of the two-stage scheduling framework, i.e., we consider the 2505

prognostics-driven tasks, together with the 1517 corrective and preventive maintenance tasks. We use the6

results of the prognostics-driven tasks scheduling model from Sec. 6.2, to simulate the updated recommended7

maintenance dates for the monitored components for every day of the planning horizon.8

The results are summarized in Table 13. The proposed framework schedules all corrective and preventive9

maintenance tasks on-time, while it also manages to schedule 241 out of 250 prognostics-driven tasks. It is10

observed that the framework manages to schedule on-time more prognostics-driven tasks than the prognostics-11

driven tasks scheduling algorithm by itself (241 vs 217-see Sec. 6.2. This is due to the fact that the prognostics-12

driven tasks are now considered together with the preventive and corrective maintenance tasks. The algorithm13

tries to bundle all these types of tasks together and schedule them in the minimum possible amount of main-14

tenance slots, while also minimizing the schedule changes. As a result, it follows a more conservative approach15

with respect to the allocation of the prognostics-driven tasks, which is reflected in the achieved prognostics-16

driven task utilization (70.5%). This value is lower than the one achieved by the prognostics-tasks scheduling17

algorithm when run in isolation from the framework (89.6% - see Sec. 6.2), verifying the more conservative18

scheduling of the prognostics-driven tasks in exchange for fewer tasks going due.19

Planning objectives Performance indicators

Task execution
Due tasks (prognostics-driven) 9

Due tasks (corrective and preventive) 0
Scheduled tasks 1758

Aircraft operational
availability

Used slots 274
Total ground time (hrs) 4,411.3

Schedule stability Schedule Changes 44

Task interval utilization
Corrective task utilization 49.5%
Preventive task utilization 75.6 %

Prognostics-driven task utilization 70.5 %

Table 13: Results of the two-stage scheduling framework

Moreover, we perform an analysis of the components that correspond to the prognostics-driven tasks that20

went due with respect to their cluster category (Fig. 11). We observe that the majority of the components21

belong to cluster #4, which is characterized by RUL predictions with the higher MAE and standard deviation.22

Figure 11: Due tasks per cluster of components
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Also, an increase in the number of used slots and total ground time is observed in comparison to the1

results achieved when no prognostics-driven tasks were considered, but this is due to the additional ground2

time requirements of the introduced prognostics-driven tasks. Finally, due to the introduced uncertainty in the3

RUL predictions, an increase in the number of schedule changes is observed. The schedule changes caused by4

the prognostics-driven tasks account for 54% of the total schedule changes. An analysis of the number of the5

components from each cluster that contributed to the schedule changes is visualized in Fig. 12. The majority6

(58%) of the prognostics-driven tasks related schedule changes are once more due to components belonging in7

Cluster #4, which is characterized by RUL predictions with the the highest degree of uncertainty. In practice,8

this means that an airline, having components with historical values of RUL predictions falling within this levels9

of accuracy and uncertainty, should consider incorporating additional slot flexibility.10

Figure 12: Schedule changes per cluster of components

Finally, the average computational time of running the two-stage scheduling framework, i.e., the POMCP11

and the DRL algorithm, for every day of the planning horizon is approximately ∼ 10.9 sec, which highlights the12

suitability of the framework for application in a real airline environment. This computation time was obtained13

using the same laptop described above.14

6.4.1 Cost-benefit analysis of CBM vs Corrective Maintenance15

In this section, a cost-benefit analysis of the CBM concept is performed, assuming that the 250 introduced16

prognostics-driven tasks replace tasks that were addressed through the Corrective Maintenance approach. Ac-17

cording to the Corrective Maintenance approach, the component is replaced only after it fails and thus the total18

maintenance cost, CCM , is calculated as follows:19

CCM =
∑
r∈R

∑
u∈U

Ccorr
u (30)

where Ccorr
u = 25, 000, as defined in Sec. 6.2. According to the CBM approach, the maintenance cost, CCBM ,

is formulated as follows:
CCBM =

∑
r∈R

∑
u∈U

CCBM
u (31)

where:

CCBM
u =


Ccorr

u , if SDu > EoLu

Cprev
u · (1 + EoLu − SDu

EoLu
) if SDu ≤ EoLu

(32)

SDu is the scheduled maintenance date and the for component u, EoLu is the date that corresponds to the20

end of life of the component and Cprev
u = 10, 000, as defined in Sec. 6. The comparison of the maintenance21

costs induced when following the Corrective Maintenance approach and when implemented the CBM approach22

as defined by the two-stage scheduling framework is visualized in Fig. 13. The results demonstrate that the23

CBM two-stage scheduling framework is beneficial, as it can lead to a reduction of maintenance costs as high24

as 46.2% compared to a Corrective Maintenance approach.25
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Figure 13: Costs per maintenance approach

7 Conclusions1

In this paper, we presented a novel two-stage CBM scheduling framework for a fleet of aircraft in a disruptive2

environment. The RUL prognostics, are updated on a daily basis with new sensor measurements, and are3

characterized by uncertainty which follows the normal distribution. On top of that, also the list of preventive4

and corrective maintenance tasks is continuously updated. The maintenance planning model takes into account5

the list of different types of maintenance tasks, along with available maintenance slots, the available resources6

and the existing maintenance schedule, to produce the maintenance schedule of the aircraft fleet using a rolling7

horizon approach. The overarching goal is to prevent tasks going due, while at the same time, ensuring high8

fleet availability, schedule stability and efficient task interval utilization.9

The proposed methodology follows a POMDP approach, incorporating two scheduling blocks. The first10

scheduling block is based on a modified version of the POMCP algorithm to derive the optimal maintenance11

policy at component level. The second scheduling block uses a DRL approach to produce a maintenance schedule12

at aircraft fleet level.13

The performance of the proposed model was evaluated on a real case study from our partner airline for a14

fleet of 44 wide body aircraft having a total of 250 prognostics-driven tasks and 1517 preventive and corrective15

maintenance tasks. The results show that 96.4% of the considered monitored components were maintained on16

time. Moreover, the introduction of the prognostics-driven tasks can lead to 54% reduction of the maintenance17

costs. Besides that, the results show that the final output of our model reduces the used maintenance slots and18

the last-minute schedule changes. Overall, our approach produces stable and efficient maintenance schedules19

and is computationally efficient for quasi real-time, while operating in an uncertain environment.20

We believe this model to be the first of its kind in the context of aircraft CBM planning. As such it21

can be improved in many ways. In particular, future work should focus on evaluating the output of the22

model when using different type of prognostics models and distributions for capturing the RUL prognostics23

uncertainty. Moreover, additional maintenance actions, like inspections, can be incorporated in the formulation24

of the scheduling block for the prognostics-driven tasks. The additional actions can be assessed using metrics25

like the Value of Information (VoI). Finally, this research included only tasks that required execution in the26

hangar. However, in the airline practice, many maintenance tasks are resolved in line maintenance. Extending27

the framework to include line maintenance capabilities can significantly increase schedule efficiency.28
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